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 what is structured water? 

Structured water is healthy water that exhibits its full 

energetic potential.  If you pour a gallon of water  

Into a stream at the top of a mountain and collect it   

at the bottom, the water becomes transformed by       

the natural, repeated geometric twisting and double  

vortexing on its winding path.  In this process the   

water becomes structured. 

 

The main feature of that transformation is the  

addition of life force energy.  Some refer to  

this as chi or prana.  It is also referred to as  

biophotonic energy, which can now be precisely 

measured.  It involves how the water molecule 

is changed and how the surface tension and 

cluster size of water molecules are reduced.   

 

In a broad sense, the function of structured water 

involves cleansing, protecting and energizing life.   

Its mandate is to protect us from adverse elements  

(toxins), and enhance those things that are beneficial  

for life.  When water is structured, harmful toxins  

are energetically neutralized, and the water is erased  

of any imprints of negative energy to which it has  

been exposed.  Structured water is healthy, alive  

and full of life force energy.   

 

When we drink structured water, we drink in the life 

giving properties of hydration, oxygenation, and  

nutrient absorption, and beautiful things happen.   

 

how THE NAT DEVICES WORK                  

            

 

 The units are  

    designed to allow the water to  

structure itself.  As the water dances through  

the units in complex vortexing patterns, it restores 

itself for the original mandate to protect and enhance                       

life. The units work without filters, magnets, or electricity.   

 
A BRIEF HISTORY . . .  

 

 

 

 

Clayton M. Nolte is the inventor 

of the Natural Action 

Technologies water structuring 

devices.  He has used his 

background in math and 

physics, and nearly 40 years of 

experience to understand the 

inner world of water, and how it 

affects life.  With his direct 

involvement, a full line of 

innovative water structuring 

devices is now available.  

bottom, the water becomes Nolte’s vision is that distributors and customers will 

support the NAT company mission to improve the 

lives of people throughout the world --- through the 

use of structured water.  This can be done through 

providing information about structured water to 

others; continuing further exploration, and 

providing support in other mutual endeavors.   

 

Structured water has the potential to change lives.  

We invite you to explore what it can do for you. 

 

For More Information: 

Visit www.BioPhotonicWater.com 

Or call Victoria White at (520) 325-3400  

(Tucson, AZ) 

transforming 

the world 

through 

structured 

water 

http://www.biophotonicwater.com/


natural action technologies,  inc.  •  475 west mesa lane  camp verde, arizona 86322  •  928.567.6466  • naturalactiontechnologies.com 

              structured water for life 

transforming the world through water 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Under Sink Unit 

Original: $349 

Dynamically Enhanced: $499 

 

House Unit 

Original: $999 

Dynamically Enhanced: $1499 

 

Commercial Unit 

Original: $1499 

Portable Unit 

Original: $249 

Dynamically Enhanced: $399 

       Small Garden Unit 

       Original: $349 

       Dynamically Enhanced: $499 

 

       Large Garden Unit 

       Original: $999 

       Dynamically Enhanced: $1499 

 
 

Super Shower Unit 

Original: $349 

Dynamically Enhanced: $499 

 

Mini Shower Unit 

Original: $199 

Dynamically Enhanced: $349 

Dynamically Enhanced: $2199 

 

How does Structured Water benefit people? 

• Super hydration 

• Greater sense of well-being 

• Increased oxygenation 

• Healthier skin and hair 

• Increased sense of energy 

• Better memory, focus and calmness 

• Increased absorption of nutrients 

• Decreased need for pharmaceutical drugs 

 

 
 

How does Structured Water benefit animals? 

•  Animals are calmer, more alert 

•  Infections and disease are lowered 

•  Livestock consume up to 30% less water 

•  Livestock mortality rates are lowered 

•  Growth rates are maintained while eating less  

 

How does Structured Water benefit agriculture? 

•  Increased growth rate, with 20% to 40% higher  

   bio-mass 

•  Increased nutrient density 

•  Improved resistance to pests, drought, heat, 

   freezing 

•  Up to 30% less water required

 

 

 NAT stands behind everything it makes. 

 •  Lifetime Warranty 

 •  90-Day Money Back Guarantee 

 •  No filters to change, no maintenance 

 •  No electricity needed 

 •  High quality food grade plastic inside and out 

 •  Strong customer support and information 

All water structuring units come in the Original and 

Dynamically Enhanced (DE) models. Both models  

have identical flow-form construction, but the DE  

units are also embedded with all-natural, energy       

enhancing  materials.  The effect is a 2 to 3 times        

increase in the life force energy (vitality) of the  

water over that of water from an original model unit. 
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